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MARIA EDGEWORTH
We could wish, too, to see one novel, in which there should not be heard a shriek or exclamation, more 
extraordinary, from sober, sensible people, than, in similar circumstances, we should expect from sober people of 
our own acquaintance, We declare, that in the whole course of our observant lives, we never heard a lady, of any 
tolerable understanding, scream, or saw her fall into hysterics, or faint away, (which is certainly the most 
excusable of the three), for love. And, to the best of our recollection, we never heard a well-authenticated report 
of such phenomena having taken place among our friends. We cannot deny, that things of the kind do, 
occasionally, happen: nay, more; we could imagine situations, in which they would be divested of much of their 
extravagance. But to represent them as the general, or only the frequent expressions of emotion, in respectable 
women, is, we honestly think, unfair; even allowing for the possibility, that accidents of this nature may have been 
kept a little out of our way.

From The Eclectic Review on Tales of Fashionable Life

“

”
FELICIA DOROTHEA HEMANS (BROWNE)

HANNAH COWLEY (PARKHOUSE)

MARY ROBINSON (DARBY)
From a perusal of the first pages of this novel we were led to expect a production superior to the general trash of 
the circulating library: we have, however, been completely disappointed; nor can the interspersion of a few 
pieces of elegant poetry, in these two volumes, protect them from the unqualified censure which the absurd 
improbability of the incidents related in them, and the plotless insipidity of the story, demand. The characters of 
Martha and Mrs. Morley, on their introduction to the notice of the reader, give promise of interesting if not of 
original delineation; but the promise is not fulfilled; and we are sorry to remark, that, in the present instance, Mrs. 
Robinson has produced a novel which is not likely to obtain a high rank even among the common-place effusions 
that periodically regale the not very fastidious appetites of subscription readers. 

From The Critical Review on The Natural Daughter

“

”

CHARLOTTE SMITH (TURNER)
We are informed by an advertisement, that it “has been decided to publish biographical memoirs (of Mrs. C. 
Smith,) and a selection of her correspondence on an enlarged plan, under the authority of her nearest relatives.” 
We shall receive such a work with satisfaction; but we will venture to express our hope, that this ingenious writer 
may not swell the list of sacrifices to the partiality of friends, or the Cupidity of publishers. Often has an 
interesting memoir, which would have floated on the stream of Time in the shape of a moderate octavo, forfeited 
both circulation and permanency, and been sunk ere it was well launched, by being encumbered with the 
unwieldy magnificence of a quarto volume.

From The Monthly Review on Beachy Head: with Other Poems

“

” LADY MORGAN SYDNEY (OWENSON)

JANE WEST (ILIFFE)
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Cultures of Reception
WOMEN WRITERS IN REVIEW

WHAT IS WOMEN WRITERS IN REVIEW?
Women Writers in Review is a collection of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century reviews, publication 
notices, literary histories, and other texts responding to works by early women writers. Women 
Writers in Review is published by the Women Writers Project at Northeastern University and was 
created as part of the Cultures of Reception project, which was designed to investigate the discourse 
of reception in connection with the changing transatlantic literary landscape from 1770 to 1830. The 
Cultures of Reception project was generously funded by a Collaborative Research grant from the 
National Endowment for the Humanities.

Women Writers in Review collects more than 600 reviews that were encoded in the Text Encoding 
Initiative (TEI) markup language to record their structures, rhetorical features, and intertextual moves 
(such as quotation from other texts). The Women Writers in Review interface offers sorting by the 
reviews’ sources, by the authors and works that they reference, by their genres and formats, and by 
tracked tags such as the topics they discuss and their evaluations of reviewed texts.

READING THIS VISUALIZATION
In this visualization, each circle represents an author’s received work or a reception document about 
that work (i.e., a review written about the referenced work). These circles are plotted horizontally 
against time and grouped vertically (alphabetically) by author. Black circles indicate the first 
publication of a work reviewed by others; colored circles indicate receptions of those works. Each 
color corresponds to different degrees of favorability in their reception of the referenced work.

SEE AND LEARN MORE
To learn more about Women Writers in Review, visit
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When several reception documents about a single work appear 
in the same year, those receptions appear as concentric circles. 
The result is that it is possible to see how certain works make a 
big splash; many concentric circles indicate a single work by an 
author that was reviewed positively or negatively by many 
others all at one time.

A work by Maria Edgeworth with both
positive and negative reviews

A work by Lady Morgan Sydney with mainly
negative and mixed reviews

Sometimes, several years may pass between a work’s publication and when it is reviewed and 
referenced in other documents. In these situations, circles (works and reception documents) 
are connected by gray lines.
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Finally, gold rectangles show the floruit (years of productivity) and dotted red lines indicate the year 
of death of each displayed author, demonstrating that some reviews are published post-mortem.


